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Part 1
11 basic dating tips
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1. Don't start with a french kiss
Be patient. Build some kind of relationship first.







Don't start with an overlay

Delayed overlays (time-activated, scroll-activated, number of pages,…) or exit 
overlays are a better idea.
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6 x more subscribers



It took me 14 years to get 2.624 
subscribers to my newsletter.



The last 12 months my list grew with 3.645 new 
subscribers thanks to this beauty.



2. Be on time
Nobody likes to be kept waiting



1 second slower 7% decrease in conversion



2,2 seconds faster

15,5% more downloads



From 6 to 1,2 seconds

12% more revenue

25% more pageviews



Fast loading times are important

Good hosting – Reduce image size – Limited number of scripts – Caching –
Compression – But most importantly: nu fluffy stuff, only things that matter.
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"Web design isn't about adding stuff.

It's about keeping only those elements 

that add to the bottom line."

Karl Gilis - @agconsult



3. Don't tell your life story in the 1st minute
You don't need to fill every silence.













"Limit the number of elements

and your message will be clearer."

Jason Gross

Fat Free Web Design





55% more clicks in the same screen real estate,
after reducing the number of messages from 4 to 2.



Don't overwhelm your visitors

Less is more. 
White space has never killed a visitor.
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78% more clicks to a 
product page



Use bullet lists

Especially on category pages and above the fold on product and landing 
pages.
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"I didn’t have time to write a short letter, 

so I’ve written a long one." 

Blaise Pascal



Name of the tool: Hotjar



Only 52,41% of visitors scrolled to this part



Original 



Variation



32,5% more people reach this point:
- Our version: 69,45% 
- Original: 52,41%

44,1% more people reach this point
100% more visitors go to a product detail page

76,2% more requests for quote

57,8% more brochure downloads



Don't be afraid of long pages.
People do scroll.

Not everything needs to be above the fold. 
But make sure visitors do scroll and convert.
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4. Don't shout for attention. Give attention.
You're already on a date. They’ve already showed some interest in you. 









Forget banners and other cries for
attention

The visitor is already on your website or your landing page.
He's already interested in your offer.
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"Offline marketing is about 
getting attention. 

Online marketing is about 
paying attention."

Gerry McGovern





28% more clicks



Sliders suck. Always.

Except when they are just image slides. Without separate messages.
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+ 188% more clicks
+ 75% more sales from homepage visitors



5. Make sure you get the attention you deserve
Minimize the risk of distraction.









On this landing page, we deleted the 
floating main navigation.
This resulted in an uplift of over 20%.





Removing the main navigation for AdWords visitors, 
resulted in a significant lift in bookings. (Sorry, I'm
not allowed to share the exact number.)



Remove navigation for people
coming from specific search queries

When navigation turns into a distraction, remove or hide it.
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11,4% more sales. 



Remove clutter

Consider everything that doesn't result in more conversion as clutter.
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"For every element on a web page 

there should be a 

clear justification for doing so." 

Karl Gilis - @agconsult



6. Show interest in your date
Don't make it all about you.

















Stop asking what the goal of your website is.

Find out the goals & needs of your visitors.

Karl Gilis - @agconsult



User research helps you find the gaps in your website





For the holiday you want to book, what do you already
know?

• When

• Where

• …



no destination in mind43%

time frame in mind

51%

78%

no fixed dates

type of vacation (sun, culture,…)84%



A typical top task in winter in Belgium
"I want go somewhere where it's warm in December."





Ask your visitors & (potential) clients
the right questions

Targeted surveys and interviews are my favourite methods.

.
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Some of my favorite questions

• On website

• What is the purpose of your visit to our website today?

• What are the most important things when buying …?

• What convinced you the most to decide to ask a quote?
Was there something that made you hesitate? If so, what?

• Existing clients

• What would you miss the most when your X broke down / when we took away X

• What do you like the most about X

• What's the most important thing X helped you to achieve?



What is the purpose of your visit to our website today?



23 x more people use the dealer locator



Give people what they want

As long as it helps your business.

.
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What are the most important things when buying a 
used car?



26% more reservations



Place what's important for your
visitors on the left side of your page

This can sometimes make a difference. Sometimes it doesn't do sh*t.

.
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What convinced you the most to decide to ask a 
quote?

Was there something that made you hesitate? 
If so, what?

77,1% more requests for quote



Know what your clients & visitors want

And get filthy rich 

.
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Stop selling your products/services the way 

you want to sell them.

Sell them the way people want to buy them.

Karl Gilis - @agconsult



7. The fun factor
Make your date laugh and you'll win their heart.













Jason Gross

Fat Free Web Design



8. Be yourself
Don’t get caught up in the version of yourself you wish you were.















45,05% more requests for quote



Get rid of your stock photos

When a photo doesn't have added value, kill it too.
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9. Your first date isn't a police interrogation
You've plenty of time in the future to really learn to know him or her.





Be careful with graphs and numbers like these.
There is no such thing as the ideal number of fields.





You have to find out what works best for

your website
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You have to find out what works best for

your audience
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You have to find out what works best for

your product or service
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Formisimo reveals which fields caused most problems



52,9% more requests for offer







25,4% more submitted requests for proposal

When we made the fields optional, successful
submissions dropped with about 10%



Make forms as easy as possible

Tools such as Formisimo reveal where the real problems are.
Don't guess.
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35,4% more forms submitted



Explain why you want certain
information

Make sure you use positive words. You don't want to scare your visitors.
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10. Once again: be patient
'Would you go to bed with me' isn't a very successful pickup line.











Be subtle

Don't force your visitor.
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11. Initiate a next step (handshake, kiss, …)
Don’t leave your date standing there awkwardly at the end of the night.



Of course your page needs a

call-to-action

But there's more…





14,3% more searches



Use the same words your users do

Not the ones you use.

.
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43,8% more clicks



Repeat your CTA at the bottom of 
your page

Believe me. This works. Always.
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And then there's the exit overlay

That will probably work for your website too.
But once again: there should be an advantage for the visitor.
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• 300% increase in monthly sales leads
• 48.54% lift in sales 



525,1% more newsletter subscribers

But conversion rate still was only 0,52% 



First try with an exit overlay: 
1,15% conversion rate (on top of the 0,52%)



Part 2
Don't take my advice for granted
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A lot of my tips and best practices do
work on most webpages

But sometimes they will fail. Because your website, your product, your 
audience, your design … is unique.

So please: start testing instead of copying.
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Don't blindly follow so-called best practices



Green check marks always work!

Really?
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No matter what the bullets said, the 
green checkmark versions always
won.



And so the green checkmark myth was born

 This product sucks

 Burning your money is better than buying this sh*t

 Read my lips: DO NOT BUY THIS!



23,2% more conversion



Nothing. Zilch. Nada. -5,1% -5,9%





Nothing. Zilch. Nada.





Do your user research



My preferred methods & tools

• User testing (Morae)

• Eyetracking (MyGaze eyetracker, Tobii)

• Google Analytics (with Google Analytics )

• User sessions recording (Mouseflow, Inspectlet, Hotjar)

• Mouse heatmaps (Hotjar, CrazyEgg)

• Form analysis (Formisimo)

• Targeted mini surveys (Qualaroo, Hotjar,…)



Find it!



That's it!

Thx
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Get my free ebook now

 10 conversion tips that work on every website

 15 cases from the real world

 6 best practices from leading websites

 www.agconsult.com/ebook.html

 www.slideshare.net/agconsult

Already more than 2.357 downloads

http://www.agconsult.com/ebook.html
http://www.slideshare.net/agconsult

